ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In the research field, there are different perspectives to view the quality of journals. Some of them are trusted content of journal, research and data correctness, proper level of research, author trustworthy and article quality. Journal quality is measured by impact factors. "The impact factor is calculated by dividing the number of current citations to articles published in the two previous years by the total number of articles published in the two previous years." (Garfield, 1999) . This refers to the amount of contribution of a particular journal to a research area. Citations are the process to acknowledge the source of the author used in the published work. Number of citations is counted and this numeric value is used as a metric to calculate the impact factor. The measure thus obtained is further used to assess the quality of:
• An individual article quality -measured by how often it was cited • An author quality -measured by total citation or average citation count per article.
• A journal quality -measured by average citation count for the article in the journal Journal quality is measured by article quality and author quality (Deepika et al., 2011) . All articles published in a journal are not of same quality. The originator of the impact factor (Garfield, 1999) also states that it is incorrect to judge an article by the impact factor of the journal because citations are not uniformly distributed between articles. There is a vital need to find a different method which will identify article quality and thereby select a valid reference.
This work proposes a new method to identify article quality by semantic based techniques which analyze the citation sentences by: 1) focusing on the aspects in which a cited article cites the reference article, 2) analyzing the sentiment of citation like positive or negative and 3) identifying content relevancy which will yield the correct quality score. Our experiments confirm the effectiveness of the method and show that it outperforms other state of the art quantitative techniques.
RELATED WORK
Various types of evaluation have been made based on the citation. Initially, frequency of citations received from Science Citation Index (SCI) database about the article was used to find the journal quality (Garfield, 1999) . SCI ranks the journal based on the number of citation an article receives. If an article is cited less frequently it is given lesser reputation even if the quality of content in the article is good.
Later with the use of Graph-theoretic approaches for ranking network entities, researchers have moved to introduce link analysis approaches. PageRank (Page et al., 1998) was used for citation counting. Here the citations are considered to be in a link structure and the citations are ranked based on the number of forward (outgoing) links and backward (incoming) links an article has and the importance of nodes from and to which the link flows. But PageRank is mainly used for web pages than Research article. Hyper text Induced Topic Search (HITS) (Kleinberg, 1999) was later used for ranking. It is very similar to PageRank, except that it creates two popularity score instead of one and it considers both in links and out links to create popularity scores for each page.
Comprehensive Citation Index (CCI) (Bi etal., 2011) considers both direct and indirect influence of research article on its citing papers through citation links on even those papers that do not directly cite it. Such indirect influence decreases for each citation link. These methods are based on quantitative measures. Heterogeneous PageRank algorithm (Lagville et al, 2006) was used later. This algorithm is based on the assumption that -there would be a different propagation probability for a node to follow different kinds of out-going links (links to different types of nodes).
Citation Classification is concerned with identifying the nature of connection between the cited and citing articles. The earliest citation scheme lists the reasons why authors cite other works (Garfield, 1965 (Teufel et al., 1999) . A completely diverse yet simple classification was proposed which composed of only three categories namely Type B, C and O Okumura 1999, 2000) . Another classification of citation consist 12 category framework based on the empirical work in citation content analysis (Simone In most of the papers sentiment of citation were discussed within the citation classification. But the reason why we present here separately is the importance of the topic. Automatic identification of sentiment polarity in citations represent each citation as a feature set in SVM framework and the author argues that it produces good results for sentiment classification (Athar et al., 2011) . Sentiment analysis was used to rate citations as positive, neutral or negative along with the help of a Lexical Analyzer called SentiWordNet (Diana et al., 2011).
METHODOLOGY
The framework for extracting quality score is given in the following steps and it is depicted in figure 3.1 1. Retrieve the citation article from the Google scholar automatically. This enables us to keep track of real time updates to citation articles.
2. Extract the citation context which may have one or more citation instances and cites.
3. Identify Sentiment of the article which enables us to identify whether the author says positive or negative things about the paper.
4. Classify the citation instances into different category for identifying author motivation about the cited article.
5. Identify the citation relevancy by cosine similarity and detect outliers. Citation outlier is the content of citation article that is relevant to the article but not greatly relevant to cited article.
6. Aggregate the citation score that retrieved from the above steps into one. 
Citation Retrieval
Initially the titles of seed articles are retrieved from Google Scholar. Later, search query is formed with every article title and submitted to search engine. This returns the query results with the link to citations to that article under 'cited by' category. Accessing the 'cited by' link enables us to retrieve the citation articles to that seed article. This web based retrieval enables us to monitor the real time update of citations to that article. However, restricted access of research articles results in reduced web based retrieval of actual citations.
Extracting Citation Context
Citation context refers to the sentences that speak about the cited article. Such sentences can be identified by the placeholders at the end of the sentence or anywhere within where the context of cited work is used. However extraction of citation context is very difficult due to various styles of citation references. Trained citation CRF file (Zhang 2009 ) is a probabilistic model with some learning feature. Using that CRF file, the citation context is segmented from the whole article and the full citation is parsed to recognize fields, including author name, title, and source.
Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis of citations in research articles is a new and interesting problem as there are many linguistic differences between scientific texts and other genres. We used SentiWordNet (Baccianellaet al., 2010) in our work for this purpose to identify the sentiment of citation as positive, negative or neutral (Diana et al., 2011). SentiWordNet has 117,374 annotated synsets from WordNet 2.0 with sentiments scores. In SentiWordNet synsets are assigned with some numerical score with the notations Pos(s), Neg(s), Obj(s), which are the positivity, negativity and objectivity of the each synset respectively. The overall numerical score of the notation is equal to 1 distributed in the range from 0.0 to 1.0. The procedure to obtain the sentiment for the citation is as follows. The citation context is segmented into sentences. The sentences are then brought into being using part-of-speech tag as an annotation on each word or symbol. The sentiment score for each adjective is found from SentiWordNet Lexical Analyzer. All adjective scores are aggregated to obtain overall sentiment score. Adjectives are considered because mostly adjectives represent the sentiment in a sentence.
Classification
Citation Classification is concerned with identifying the nature of connection between the cited and citing articles. We use the classification scheme (Simone ) that categories as compare contrast, basis, support, use, modifies, weak and simple. Sentences with existing citations are used as training data after removing the citation marker. For each paper from the dataset Training set is got from the examples annotated with class values. For each citation context the appropriate features were extracted and the classifier was constructed using Naïve Bayes algorithm. This classification has non numerical label.
Content Relevancy
The previous techniques that we discussed in this paper are based on the citation context retrieved from each citation article but this section focus on the full text of cited and citation article. Identifying the relevance of cite to a particular context is done by cosine similarity and outlier determination (Mahalakshmi et al., 2012) .. Outlier determination is done so as to identify articles that are not greatly relevant to cited article. The citation outlier is found by Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) that is widely used for identifying the topics in a set of documents.The probability distribution is found based on Gibbs sampling and distribution of content over various topics is identified. The cited article and citation article are topic modeled using LDA and the distributions of two articles are identified. Then the similarity between the two topic distributions is computed. If they are at least 50% similar, then the citations are found to be apt, else the base paper is considered to be an outlier for that citation.
Aggregating the Citation Score
Each citation article may be referenced two or more times in the same paper. Each reference point is called the citation instances. Classification is non numerical values that can be used for the purpose of aggregating cite instance values because aggregation of quality score is based on the aspects of the citation. Citation quality score is calculated by sentiment score, similarity score, outlier score. The classification categories are ordered based on the importance as: Compare Contrast, Basis, Support, Use, Modifies, Weak and Simple. In the aggregation process the cite instance belonging to the highest ranking category is selected and its scores are aggregated.
Where i =highest importance classification category.
In case of the Citation instance being an outlier then aggregation process omits the LDA similarity score.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A set of documents are downloaded from the internet in the citation retrieval part and tested on the system. The Fig 4. 1 depicts results obtained from the citation download for a given article. Main observations made include the total no of citation downloaded from the real citation count, the total no of article correctly downloaded out of the total citation downloaded and identify the Precision, Recall and F1 measure. In citation context extraction using supervised learning method we implemented training and test data. Precision, recall and F1 score are found based on the total number of annotated fields, total number of correctly identified field and total number of retrieved fields as shown in Table 4 .1.
We evaluated the correctness of the result with manual examination. From that we identified some values are wrongly predicted like source. This is because of the ambiguity that occurred between the source, the title and author name. As expected, the distribution is much skewed, with more than 60% of the citations of category Mention. The interesting phenomenon is the relatively high frequency of usage categories (Use, Modifies, Base, Compare contrast) with a total of 18.9%. There is a relatively low frequency of clearly negative citations (Weak total of 4.1%). The reason may be because the weak category is lower and mention category is higher. This may be because the author hesitates to refer other author with explicit negative sentences.
The Fig 4. 3 depicts the sentiment identified as positive and negative accuracy using the SentiWordNet. In our experiments 80 cite sentences are examined of which 7 articles were identified as negative which are originally related to positive category. This is because our system does not consider the negation sentences. The Table 4 .2 depicts that this system identifies citation quality in terms of semantics and correctly predicts quality score The dataset for the experiment is 7 articles and their citation articles. Table 4 .2 it can be seen that Raedt, 2003 has the highest rank in terms of cite count whereas our system clearly predicts that Adler, 2006 holds highest rank in terms of semantic based evaluation among the 7 articles. Fung, 2004 is given the same rank in both the methods. From the above results it can be proved that citation count is not the only measure to determine the quality of article. It should include the semantics of the citation.
CONCLUSION
The system presented here identifies the citation quality for an article in the data in digital bibliographic repositories. We have provided a new method to rate a research paper based on its citation quality. We applied and implemented a supervised machine-learning system based on CRFs for citation parsing and report 80.05% F1-score to parse a citation into a total of eight fields. Our results show that CRFs are efficient machine learning model for citation parsing. SentiWordNet is valuable lexicon provides accurate values. The in-depth classification measure used in this work enables to exactly determine citer motivation.. All these techniques support exact calculation of citation quality. One issue we faced was that the number of citation downloading is limited in our system because many articles do not have open access. This result generated by the system can be used in graph based work like citation network and find the main parts of research essence.
